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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

What Is Cloud? .Cloud computing [4]is term to use 
anything online at any time to anyone.Cloud computing is 
type of computing in which dynamically scalableand offer 
virtualized resources are provided as a service over the 
Network. In cloud computing [2] we can use software, 
hardware,Infrastructure, data stores, security application using 
Internet. 

 
II. TYPES OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

 

 
Fig:1 Types of cloud computing 

 
III. 

 
1. Software as a Service: 
 
  In the software as a service (SaaS), user or customers 
gainuse to application software and databases. Cloud 
providers manage the infrastructure and platforms that run the 

applications. SaaS is also called “on-demand software" and is 
generally priced on a pay-per-use basis or using a subscription 
fee. Some service provider’s Offers service as [7] “Free and 
open source” (Absolutely free to access any Global user). 
 
  In the SaaS model, cloud providers install and 
operate application software in the cloud severer and cloud 
users access the software from cloud user machine multiple 
virtual machines at run-time to meet changing work demand. 
Load balancers distribute the work over the set of virtual 
machines. This process is transparent to the cloud user, who 
sees only a single access-point. To accommodate a large 
number of cloud users, cloud applicationscan be multitenant, 
meaning that any machine may serve more than one cloud-
user organization. The pricing model for SaaS applications is 
usually a monthly or yearly flat fee per user,so prices become 
scalable and adjustable if users are added or removed at any 
point. Proponents claim that SaaS gives a business the 
potential to reduce IT operational costs by outsourcing 
hardware and software maintenance and support to the cloud 
provider.  
 
1.1 Appliction software as a service (ASaaS): 
 
  The software applications which is using internet 
browser like Email, Google Search Engine, Office Suite, 
Online PDF converter , etc., this software application doesn’t 
need download on user machine. Applications are hosted on a 
highly scalableInfrastructure and it is offered over the internet. 
Users can access it using an ordinary web browser, without 
any need to install software in their local computer. 
Companies like Microsoft, Google, and Wordpress offer their 
applications as a service to the end users. 
 
1.2 System software as a service (SSaaS): 
 
  The system software likeAmazon styleCloudStack, 
Eucalyptus, and OpenStack this software assess using internet 
browser. 
 
1.3 Testing software as a service(TSaaS): 
 
BlazeMeter: a commercial, this is testing software base on 
testing software as a servive. 
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Blitz: Load and performance testing of websites, mobile, web 
apps and REST APIs. 
 
SOASTA: a provider of cloud-based testing solutions, and 
created the industry's first browser-based website testing 
product.  
 
Testdroid: Smoke, compatibility and functional testing of 
websites, mobile, and web apps on real Android and iOS 
devices. 
 
  Automated web testing tools like 
Selenium,Ranorex,SoapUI, SoapUI, Tellurium, Watir, 
Windmill this software assess using internet browser. 
 
1.4 Security softwareas a service (SESaaS): 
 
  Some vendors offer security software as a service to 
end users. This software offer cloud based security to end 
user. Some antivirus is good example of security software as a 
service. 
 

IV. 
 
2. Platform as a Service (PaaS): 
 
  In the PaaS service cloud providers deliver a 
computing platform.Characteristically including operating 
system, programming editor platform, programming-language 
execution environment platform, database platform, and web 
server. Application developer’splatform [21]can develop and 
run their software solutions on a cloud platform without the 
cost and complication of buying and managing the basic 
hardware and software layers. Selected vendors are offering 
programming tools platform, application development 
platform and test platform as service.   
 
2.1 Programming and Development tools Platform as a 
Service(PDPaaS): 
 
  Good example of programming tools [12] platform is 
service, Parse is software is good example of programming 
platform is service. 
 
  Parse is backend mobile applications, it used to 
designlet mobile developers for write code. 
 
  Some of cloud vendors offer development platform is 
service. 
 
  Some software like Microsoft Windows Azure, 
Google App Engine, VMware Cloud Foundry, Force.com, 

Heroku, Amazon Elastic Beanstalk, Engine Yard Cloud, 
Engine Yard Orchestra, CumuLogic is good example of 
development platform is service (DPaaS). 
 
2.2 Test Platform as a Service(TPaaS): 
 
  Some of cloud vendors offer teat platform as service 
[9] (TPaaS). 
 
  Some test platform are fully automated and some test 
platform are semi-automated. Sauce Labs is good example of 
test platform as a service. 
 

V. 
 
3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): 
 
   Offer physical, [6] virtual machines and other 
resources of computer and its resource as a service. Some 
cloud vender offer infrastructure as a service,   
 
  IaaS clouds offer additional resources such as a 
virtual headwear asses through network,virtual-machine disk-
image library, printer, scanner, raw block storage, file or 
object storage, firewalls, load balancers, online storages, IP 
addresses, virtual local area networks (VLANs), and routing 
device. 
   
  In this model cloud vendors offer hardware 
infrastructure as service like storage hardware, network 
hardware and security hardware. Hardware component like 
Wide Area Network (WAN) Components, Local Area 
Network (LAN) Components, wireless asses point, switch, 
high performance router ,high capacity storage 
device,Firewall, monitoring hardware, Sensor, Camera, 
Printing and scanning device, database storage, high 
performance processor like super computer, RAID, Hard 
discs,clustering. 
 
3.1 Storage Infrastructure as a service (SIaaS): 
 
  SIaaS offer cloud storage infrastructure for user, like 
cloud hard discs, cloud database, cloud RAID, cloud 
clustering, some top cloud facility are available for use is 
Dropbox for Business, SugarSync for Business, Box, Google 
Drive, Microsoft OneDrive, SpiderOak, MozyPro, Carbonite 
Business, CrashPlan, Acronis Backup to Cloud, 
 
3.2 Network Infrastructure as a service (NIaaS): 
 
  NIaas is offer network infrastructure as a service. 
User can use Hardwar component like Wide Area Network 
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(WAN) Components, Local Area Network (LAN) 
Components, wireless asses point, switch, high performance 
router, Printing and scanning device, high performance 
processor like super computer for data processing. 
 
3.3 Security Infrastructure as a service (SSIaaS): 
 
  Some of cloud vender offer security infrastructure as 
a service like Firewall, monitoring hardware, Sensor, Camera, 
 

 
Fig: 2 Types of cloud computing 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

 
  We conclude that, in cloud computing we studied 
different type and its use in real world andCloud computing 
technology can prove to be a great asset to Software 
Incorporations. Cloud computing will encourage the use of 
sharedresources and when we are sharing the resourcesamong 
different users it will definitely lower the costsand will help in 
keeping the environment clean. This is an added benefit for 
the students that Cloud computing help in e-learning by 
providingmany services online. We need touse this technology 
in our daily routine by creatingmany applications using cloud. 
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